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From: Nicole Godoy - The Mammoth Agent
To: Kim Cooke
Cc: Kristy Williams (kristypwilliams@gmail.com); Lara Walker
Subject: Re: Public Comment Regarding Residence Inn Project
Date: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 1:35:05 PM

You don't often get email from nicole@themammothagent.com. Learn why this is important

[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

Additional comments:

I fully support closing the street near the Kitzbuhl Apartments.   I have a house at 214 Alpine
Circle.  We have had nothing but trouble with confused guests trying to turn around in our
driveway.  On busy weekends we have to cone off the driveway to keep people out.  They
have even driven cars across the yard in the dirt to turn around.  The current situation is bad I
can't even imagine what happens when they have another 100 cars of traffic from that nice
hotel they are planning.  

Thank you for your efforts.  

John Sarkaria, M.D.
Homeowner 214 Alpine Circle. 
_________________________________________________________________________
I would like to add my name as a concerned resident to the additional traffic issues that will
inevitably arise anytime it snows and guests at the new hotel are driving through the adjacent
neighborhood. 

In the five years I have lived in the neighborhood, I am aware of three dogs being killed by
vehicles, my roommate had to jump off the road to avoid being hit, and I have lost count of
how many times I've witnessed and helped people stuck outside the house I live in while it's
snowing (including locals who usually know how to handle inclement conditions).
Furthermore, I work up at Mammoth Mountain Inn at the Main Lodge and am well aware how
many visitors do not carry chains. The patrons at this future Residence Inn are not going to be
an exception, in fact, with the higher end vehicles they are likely to be driving, I have every
reason to believe it will be worse.

Though I drive from Alpine Circle to Berner constantly, I agree for the greater good that it
should be made into a dead end in order to reduce traffic coming through. Please let me know
if there is anything else I can do to help persuade the powers that be on this issue.

Sincerely,

Eric Weber
83 Rusty Ln.
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546
562-215-8810
ericweber2003@gmail.com

Sincerely,
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